UNIT

Lesson 1
Date

Name

Number Prefixes
Each of these prefixes gives a number or quantity value: mono- and
uni- mean "one," bi- means "two," trl- means "three," quad- means
"four," and multi- and poly- mean "many."

Add the number prefix to each base word.

bilingual
multicultural

triangle
multimillionaire

triathlete
bipartisan

monotone
polysyllabic

Add bi-:

1. -lingual
2. -partisan
Add multi-:

3. -millionaire
4. -cultural
Add tri-:

5. -angle _
6. -athlete
Add mono-:
7. -tone
Add poly-:

8. -syllabic
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Date

Name

Selection Vocabulary
presumed v. past tense
of presume: to believe to
be true without question; take for
granted; assume

Focus

philosopher n. a person who studies
or specializes in trying to answer
basic questions about reality, matter,
knowledge, or life
curious adj. eager to learn new,
strange, or interesting things
bewildering a form of the verb
bewilder: to confuse or puzzle; mix up

imbedded v. past tense of imbed: to
place or set firmly in something
inspired v. past tense of inspire:
to move to action; to stir the mind,
feelings, or imagination of
elaborate adj. worked out or made
with great care and in great detail
elegant adj. rich and fine in quality
catastrophic adj. violent and often
sudden, in reference to a disastrous
event

interval n. a time or space between
two things

On the line, write the vocabulary word that is defined.
1. eager to learn new, strange, or interesting things
2. violent and often sudden, in reference to a disastrous event
3. confusing or puzzling; mixed up
4. placed or set firmly in something
CQ

3

5. rich and fine in quality
6. worked out or made with great care and in great detail
7. moved to action
8. believed without question
(\.

a space between two things

10. someone who specializes in trying to answer questions about life
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Content Words; Prefixes con-, co/>
and com-; and Number Prefixes
• The field of archaeology has certain words that are often used
called content words.
• The prefixes con-, col-, and com- mean "together" or "with."
• Uni- and mono- (one), bi- (two), tri- (three), quad- (four), and multi- and po/y(many) are number prefixes.

archeologist
triathlon

collapse
conservation
committee

artifact
quadruple

bilingual
multimedia
commission

Meaning Strategy
Write a spelling word to match the clue.
1. group

3. preservation

2. crumble

4. payment

Add a number prefix.
5. -lingual

7. -ruple

6. -athlon

8. -media

Write the word correctly.
c\.

-arceologist

10. -artafact
When you finish, share your responses with a partner or small group.
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Date

Name

Apostrophes
• Use an apostrophe and s ('s) to form the possessive of a
singular noun.
Use an apostrophe and s ('s) to form the possessive of a plural noun that
does not end in s.
Use an apostrophe alone to form the possessive of a plural noun that
ends in s.
Use an apostrophe and s ('s) to form the possessive of an indefinite
pronoun, such as somebody, nobody, anyone, no one, or everyone.
Do not use an apostrophe with the possessive personal pronouns his, hers,
its, ours, yours, and theirs.
Use an apostrophe to replace letters that are left out in a contraction.

Practice

Make a contraction to fit the sentence. Write the contraction
_ been working on it for three weeks,

1. I finished my book report last night.

like it.

2. Fred said the movie was boring. He .

really happy about it.

3. We won the football game today.

Make a possessive noun to fit the sentence. Write the possessive
noun on the line.
coach.

4. Mr. Garcia coaches the team. He is the
5. These uniforms are for the players. They are the

uniforms.

6. The lockers for the men are in this room. This is the

locker room.

When you finish, compare the contractions you wrote for sentences
one through three to those of a partner or small group. If time allows,
discuss any differences.
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